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Dmthea Lange:
Photoerabhs
- . of
a Lifetime
An Aperture Monograph,
Aperture, Inc.,
Millerton, New York. 1982;
182 pp.; hardcover, $40
Dorothea Lange: Photographs of a Lifetime is a book
with impeccable credentials.
Lange's place in twentiethcentury photography is acknowledged without question;
the book, an Aperture mono-

graph. draws on the huge
Lange archive at the Oakland
(California)Museum; the photographs were reprinted from
the original negatives specifically for this project (with duotone negatives made by the
incredibly skilled Richard Benson) and are presented along
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with excerpts from Lange's
own writings; the inmductory essay is by Robert Coles.
One rather naturally, then,
expects a great deal - perhaps too much. But in impor
tant respects the book falls
short of its potential. Robert
Coles' essay, although engaging and well-written, is sornewhat diffuse and rambling and
Coles includes far too much
material from his own life and
work, particularly in dealing
with the issues of social investigation, the meaningofdocumentary and the purpose of
reportage. His remarks are
interesting, especially when he
writes about the self-perceptions of those being documented, but they are not always relevant. And there is
virtually no examination of

the central issue of why Langds
photographs communicate so
effectively These are, after all.
images; Lange was possessed
of remarkable gifts as a photographer; it isn't accurate or
fair not to examine her work
to at least some extent in visual terms. Lange's success was
not simply due to the Great
Depression and her natural
instincts toward the people affected by it. She was also an
artist with a thorough under
standing of the expressive qualities of posture, gesture, expression and position as the
real revealers of a personality
or clues to a situation or an
event. Her ability to use these
elements to make great photographs remains her central
achievement, particularly in an
era cluttered with meaningPhoto Communique

less "documentary" images,
and is far more important than
many of the aspects of her
career to which Coles devotes
so much space.
The actual selection of photographs draws very heavily
on the work reproduced in
the Museum of Modem Art's
1966 volume. Dmthea Lange,
published to accompany a major Lange retrospective; unfortunately, there are some problems here as well. The Aperture book contains sixtythree
of the eightyeight images in
the earlier monograph, often
in the same order; for the
most part these are the best
known of Lange's photographs.
Although this book includes
112 large plates and many
smaller reproductions, pmviding interesting material for a
comparison of Lange's treatment of the same or different
subjects, there is a strong emphasis on her documentary
work to the exclusion of her
early portraiture and some
later, more personal images.
So while there is additional
work, better reproduced here,
the Museum of Modern Art's
much more modest publication is more truly representative. This is ironic, for obviously a great deal of research.
care and effort has gone into
the current volume. This effort has produced a fine book
but not a definitive one; and
Photographs of a Lifetime is
not really an appropriate title
given the omissions and duplications mentioned above.
Don Snyder
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Wright M0wi.v:
Photographs Q Words
James Alinder, ed.,
The Friends of Photograph3
Camel, California. 1982;
120 bb.: 61 black and white

Wright Morris' mastery of
the writer's craft should come
as no surprise since he has
published some thirty books
since 1942. Nonetheless. it is
refreshing to open a photography book and find a parag a p h like the following, which
introduces his essay "Photography in My Life" at the beginning of Wright Morris: Photographs 8 Words:
In October of 1933 my
room on Florianigasse in
Vienna looked out on a
small garden where the
blind came to walk. When
my bedding was aired at
the casement in the moming I would kan out and
obserw them. They walked
in pain, stifly em, mmahing slowly to an unheard
music. It shamed me to spy
on them in this manner,
but I was young, each hour
seemed precious and I was
eager to be one of those on
whom nothing was lost. To
hold fact to what might escape me, what I needed (I
thought) was a camera.
This sense of refreshment,
or enjoyment, or simple appreciation for a welCmade sentence, continues as one reads
the essay's remaining forty
pages. Morris shares freely his
years and experiences as a writer and photographer: happen.
ings, discoveries and travels in
pursuit of material for words
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or images and the implicit
search for a deeper under
standing of self and fellow
beings are set down directly
and in a specific relation to
the photographs that follow.
And having allowed us to observe him, Morris concludes
"Photography in My Life'' with
some observations on the medium itself that are also worth
quoting:
The dawn of consciournecr
may be the dawn of time
as &co'wd by man. From
that first moment of awareners man has sought a piece
of time's living substance,
an arrested moment that
would authenticate time's
existence. Not the ruin of
time, nor the tombr of time,
but the eternal present in
time's ewry moment. From
this spinning reel of time
the camera snips a sampling of the living tissue,
along with the distortions,
the illusions and the lies, a
specimen of the truth. . . .
H a c ~ e rw ~ n gtheir poinfs
of view, all photographen
share the common field of
vision that the mind's eye,
and the camera's eye, has
imposed on this century
Quite beyond the telling of
it, as well as the seeing of
it, exceeding both our niticism and our appreciation,
the camera's eye combim
how we see with whatewr
is there to be seen. What it
has in mind for us may not
at all be what we haw in
mind for ourselves.
The images contained in
Wright Morris: Photographs 8
Words are as much a source of
pleasure as Morris' writing. The
book reproduces sixcpne photographs Moms made between
1938 and 1950, more than
half of which were made in
Nebraska during his visits to
the areas of the plains where
he grew up. The best of these
photographs combine involvement, nostalgia and an autobiographical sensibility with a
wonderful direcmess and clap
ity. "Uncle Harry, Home Place",
"Straightback Chair, Home
Place", "Farmhouse near Mc-

Cook. Nebraska". "Light Pole
and Grain Elevator, Nebraska"
and "Bedroom and Washstand,
Southern Indiana", for example. give the viewcr renewed
faith in the pictorial qualities
of simplicity balance and economy of means without in the
least sacrificing the subjective
elements of intuition, understanding and absorption. The
pictures are spare and evocative; one looks at them for
long periods of time.
No book is perfect: Morris
occasionally congratulates himself in the text; the reproductions are slightly hard-edged
and the paper slightly too shiny
for the subject matter; one
could argue that Walker Evans and Paul Strand took the
same kinds of subjects to greater heights or that Morris himself achieved a stronger blend
of imagc and text in the earlier The Inhahitanrs, The Home
Place or God? Country and
My People. These points should
be acknowledged but there
isn't much need to dwell on
them, If you enjoy good writing, are interested in times
and places not so distant in
years or miles but hard to
locate in the present world
and enjoy unembellished.
straightforward photography.
this book brings many rcwards.
Don Snyder
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'iw Years: A Retrospective, by
lames L. Enyeart (a New York
3raphic Society book recently published by Little, Brown
and Company) is an attractive
yet somewhat curious volume.
Beautifully produced, with attention to detail throughout.
11 includes reproductions of
140 Uelsmann photographs
iating from 1956 to 1981, with
another 34 images accompanying the author's sixty-odd
page i n d u c t i o n . In one sense.
then, it serves as a valuable
anthology of work by a major
In another sense.
however,
the
book
seems awkJeny N. Uelsmann
wardly
timed
and
inconclusive:
Twenty-five Years:
Uelsmann is forty-nine years
A Retrospective
old, one assumes his career
has a significant future and
James L. Enyeart,
one
wonders if it isn't a bit
simultaneously published
early
for a retrospective - esby Little, Brown and
pecially one that attempts such
Company (Canada) Limited;
a definitive essay on the phoLittle. Brown and Compan~
tographer and his work.
Boston, 1982; 231 pp.;
This essay provides the usu177photographs;
al
chronological and critical
hardcover, $39.95
data as well as making the
Jeny N. U e l s m a n d T w ~ almost inevitable three-part di-
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vision (early, middle and late)
of the work under discussion.
It does provide an interesting
sample of Uelsmann's early
photographic efforts, but these
images are eclectic to the point
where Uelsmann himself admits that 'Rlittle bit of the
spirit of all of the silver heroes
of the fifties is there. The range
is so great. . . that you could
prove anything. . . if you want
to show how a little of Minor
caught my heart, or a little
Callahan caught my eye, or
Sommer caught my mind. It's
all there." With the photographer so frankly admitting "you
could prove anything" about
the work. from his formative
years, Enyeart's attempts to use
this work to lay a critical foundation for discussion of Uelsmann's more mature photographs come across as laboured
and unconvincing.
Once the author startsdealing with Uelsmann's multipleimagery from 1963and beyond.
the introductory essay becomes
more valuable. Enyeart deals

to some extent with the symbolism, recurring motifs and
visual patterns that are important hallmarks of the Uelsmann style and manages to
use Uelsmann's own obsewations and writings in a much
more appropriate fashion. The
choice of 1967-1975 and 19761981as the equivalent of "middle" and "late" periods in Uelsmann's working-life-to-date is
curious, however. About the
1967-1975yean, Enyeart writes:
"During these eight years Uelsmann received his greatest exposure through exhibition, publication, and honors. His style
was now distinct and recognizable. His execution and craftsmanship in photomontage were
flawless, and critics began to
talk about his work on the
basis of his aesthetics, no longer dwelling on his technique."
Twentyfive pages later, Enyeart
begins the chapter on the
1976-1981 period by obsewing: "Since 1975 Uelsmann's
photography has been increasingly exhibited and published

internationally . . . A comparison of these [recent] works
with those of a decade ago
reveals a preponderance of
similar motifs and poetic interrelationships.. . . Reviews of
Uelsmann's photography since
1975.. .clearly accept without
question Uelsmann's stature
as an amst of major influence."
This is a rather lame set of
distinctions - Enyeart would
have been better off not trying
to create divisions where they
do not naturally exist and concentrating instead on a more
thorough, overall critical analysis.
The selection of photographs is generally well balanced. There is a good mixture of work from the earlier
books (leny N. Uelsmann, 1970
and Silw Meditations. 1976)
along with less familiar and
almost unknown images. This
mixture helps one trace the
evolution of the main Uelsmann themes, symbols and
formal structures in a more
complete way than either previous volume. The final section of reproductions is particularly effective and here Enyeart
talks about the work with considerable cogency:
Among the dominant motib
. . . are. . .floating objects,
metamorphosing forms. . .
nudes, room intm'ors, environmental insets, windows
and doors, m a t e d transmutation, and referenmi to
dassical antiquity. . . . Derailr
that commonly convey these
theme^ arc mki,watn, clouds,
trees, hands, eyes, mirrors,
and flora. . . . Visual and for
ma1 devices used to structure
the variations include accmmated foreffround scale, extreme linear penpectiw, vaF
ied focus, positiw-negatiue
reumal, drawing, and colkqing.
Uelsmann has used. . . subjective definitions to catego-

rize these bmad arras of visual
concern, such as the predicament of Man, nature-enera
embedded figurn, dream moments, and portraits.
This isn't bad, although it
a u l d go further in one imporSummer 1983

tant. respect. Virtually all of
Uelsmann's work since 1963
reads from bottom to top, foreground to background and is
clearly organized around vemcal and horizontal axes that
divide the image in halves or
thirds. Interior and exterior
worlds frequently allude to
dreams and reality (in that
order); the forces that shape
existence behave according to
specific laws and in many cases
the photographsdeal with the
earth's surface as a symbolic
interface between existences.
Things below the earth often
exist in latent or potentialenergl phases; living things
on the earth seem inexorably
bound to a cycle of growth
and decay; forms or objects
which float above the earth
seem beyond this temporality
of being and beyond the grasp
of time and gravity. Although
the photographs do not exclude possibility, fantasy and
even some kinds of freedom
- objects can metamorphose;
situations and conditions often
change - Ueslmann's world
view seems firmly rooted in a
system of thought and method of vision that depends on
clearly visible themes and principles of organization. It is surprising that Enyeart shows an
awareness of these issues in
his writing but probes them
so little given his thoroughness in dealing with other, less
central aspects of this work.
Critical issues aside, one
either likes Uelsmann's photography or one doesn't. This
book will make few converts
of those in the latter category,
but for people who do respond to Uelsmann's vision it
provides a strong collection of
images whether or not one
agrees with the retrospective
idea and the time-period divisions which form its basis. One
could wish for more new imagery and less critical structure.
but at the same time cannot
help admiring both Uelsmann's
still-remarkable dexterity and
the elegant production that
has long been associated with
New York Graphic Society
releases.
Don Snyder
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